hi I'm Doug Wheelock commander of expedition 25 aboard the International Space Station welcome aboard we wanted to wish you a very very happy thanksgiving day and share a little bit of our thoughts on this on this very special day I'm just thankful thankful to be here and be part of this crew it's been a tremendous experience for us Shannon and I have been here now since the middle of June and that's it's been an incredible experience an incredible journey traveling through the cosmos around the around our earth and looking
out at our beautiful planet and I'm very 

very thankful for for the things that we 

have on board here that keep us keep us 

safe and keep us busy and and keep us 

sharp and I'm thankful for my crewmates 

and and thankful for the for the good 

earth and looking forward to to coming 

home as well hi I'm Shannon Walker and I 

just wanted to wish everyone well this 

thanksgiving i hope everyone is 

surrounded by friends and family and are 

enjoying the wonderful thanksgiving 

dinner together my name is scott kelly 

i'm a flight engineer aboard the
International Space Station I’d like to wish everyone a very very happy Thanksgiving I am like my two crewmates very thankful to be a crew member on board the International Space Station this is really an amazing vehicle and you know I’m thankful and feel privileged that I was born and grew up in a country that could be a major contributor to something as magnificent as the International Space Station thank you